Beginning with Waldman (1984a) , it is well understood that in a world characterized by asymmetric learning promotions can serve as a signal of worker ability which can, in turn, lead to an inefficiently small number of promotions. In this paper we explore two related issues. First, how robust is the finding of a promotion signaling distortion to different ways of modeling the promotion process? Second, what are the various forms that the promotion signaling distortion can take? Our first conclusion is that a promotion signaling distortion exists across a wide range of settings, including some for which earlier work suggests no distortion. Our second conclusion is that, even if there is no inefficiency concerning the number of promotions, there can still be a promotion distortion that takes the form of inefficiencies concerning who is promoted.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most workers provide a detailed history of the jobs they previously held on their resumes which suggests that the history of job assignments and promotions provides valuable information to prospective employers. In the economics literature this phenomena is captured by the idea that job assignments and promotions serve as signals as initially modeled in Waldman (1984a) and extended in numerous subsequent papers. One of the main results in this literature is that the signaling role of promotions leads to promotion distortions, i.e., the promotion process is not fully efficient. In this paper we focus on the nature and robustness of this promotion distortion.
In Waldman's (1984a) model there are two periods, two jobs, and workers vary in terms of ability. In the first period all workers are assigned to a low level job where ability is not valuable, and workers accumulate both general and firm specific human capital. At the end of the period a worker's first period employer privately learns the worker's ability and then at the beginning of the second period high ability workers are promoted to a high level job where ability is more valuable. Further, because of the asymmetric nature of the learning process, promotions serve as signals of high worker ability which results in prospective employers bidding more for promoted workers. The end result is that promotions are associated with large wage increases which are paid in order to stop workers from being bid away.
In addition to showing that promotions can have a signaling role, Waldman also shows that signaling can lead to a distortion. The argument is straightforward. Because a promotion serves as a signal of high ability, prospective employers are willing to bid more for workers who receive a promotion so incumbent employers give promoted workers large wage increases in order to stop promoted workers from being bid away. The result is that, if a worker is only a little more productive at the high level job than the low level job, the worker is not promoted because this allows the firm to increase profits by avoiding the large wage increase associated with promotion. In other words, from an efficiency standpoint too few workers are promoted.
This analysis has been extended in various ways both theoretically and empirically. For example, Bernhardt (1995) allows workers to be in the labor market for more periods and shows that for many workers the distortion takes the form of inefficiently delayed promotion rather than no promotion. Bernhardt also shows that the degree of distortion falls with the worker's education level, where the logic is that the promotion signal is smaller for more highly educated workers and thus there is less incentive to distort the promotion decision. 1 DeVaro and Waldman (2012) extend Bernhardt's schooling analysis and show evidence consistent with the resulting testable implications using the well known Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom (1994a,b) dataset that is based on the personnel records of a financial services firm. 2 And a number of other recent papers also find evidence consistent with the promotion-as-signal argument (see Belzil and Bognanno (2010) , Okamura (2011) , Bognanno and Melero (2012) , and Cassidy, DeVaro, and Kauhanen (2012) ).
But it has also been argued that the promotion signaling distortion is not a robust theoretical result. Specifically, in some papers it is argued that, even if one assumes that learning in the labor market is asymmetric, a promotion distortion will not arise under many realistic ways of modeling the promotion process. 3 The first author to make an argument along these lines is Limor Golan in her 2005 paper. She reconsiders the model originally considered in Waldman (1984a) but allows for counteroffers in the wage determination process. Her main result is that introducing counteroffers on the part of initial employers eliminates the promotion distortion associated with signaling. 1 There is an extensive theoretical literature on this topic. Some of the other papers in this literature include Ricart i Costa (1988), Waldman (1990) , Zabojnik and Bernhardt (2001) , Owan (2004) , Zabojnik (2012) , and Zax (2012) . 2 To be precise, DeVaro and Waldman (2012) develop predictions concerning probability of promotion and predictions concerning the size of wage increases that accompany promotion. They find that the promotion probability predictions hold for all education groups, while the predictions concerning the size of promotion wage increases hold only for bachelors and masters degree holders. 3 There is substantial empirical evidence pointing to asymmetric learning in labor markets as initially modeled in Greenwald (1979 Greenwald ( ,1986 and Waldman (1984a) . The first paper to provide evidence consistent with asymmetric learning was Gibbons and Katz (1991) . In addition to DeVaro and Waldman (2012) mentioned above and other recent papers that provide evidence for the promotion-as-signal hypothesis, other recent papers that provide evidence consistent with asymmetric learning in labor markets include Pinkston (2009) and Kahn (2013) . Also, Schoenberg (2007) argues that she finds weak evidence for asymmetric learning, but as argued in Waldman (2012) , it is unclear that the test for which she claims to find no evidence for asymmetric learning is, in fact, a valid test of the asymmetric learning hypothesis.
No promotion distortion has also been found in analyses such as DeVaro and Kauhanen (2013) and Waldman (2013) in which promotions serve as signals but there is a slot constraint, i.e., each firm has a single managerial position. As a result, in those models firms do not have a choice concerning how many workers to promote and there is no promotion distortion. This is not fully surprising because the promotion distortion identified in papers like Waldman (1984a) and Bernhardt (1995) concerns the probability and timing of promotion which are not choice variables in these more recent papers characterized by slot constraints.
In this paper we investigate three related issues. First, we consider promotion signaling when prospective employers can observe both whether a specific worker is promoted and the proportion of workers promoted. This is potentially important since promoting a large proportion of workers should affect how prospective employers interpret the signal associated with promotion. Second, we consider whether Golan's argument is correct both in terms of an enriched version of the specific setting she considered and more generally. Third, we consider the nature of the promotion distortion. Earlier papers focus on promotion distortions that concern the frequency or timing of promotions. In a setting with slot constraints, frequency or timing may not be a choice variable for the firm. We thus ask whether there can, nevertheless, be important promotion inefficiencies in such a setting.
We start with a model that extends the analysis in Waldman (1984a) in three ways. First, like in Golan (2005) , we allow for counteroffers. Second, we make the model more realistic by allowing productivity on the low level job to depend on worker ability. Third, we allow for the possibility that firms hire more than a single young worker and allow the number of workers promoted to be publicly observed. We begin our analysis of this model with the simpler case in which firms can only hire a single young worker. In analyzing this case we first show that Golan is correct that, if the wage determination process allows for counteroffers by current employers, then there is no promotion distortion when output on the low level job is independent of worker ability. However, when we more realistically assume that productivity on the low level job is a strictly positive function of worker ability, then there is a promotion distortion even when counteroffers are possible. In other words, in what is arguably the most realistic case, i.e., counteroffers and worker ability affecting productivity on each job level, too few workers are promoted as in Waldman's original analysis. 4 In our second analysis of this model we assume firms can hire multiple low level workers and allow the market to observe the number of promoted workers. Our focus in this analysis is on whether allowing the market to observe the number of promotions eliminates or at least reduces the promotion signaling distortion.
One might conjecture that by promoting a higher number of workers a firm can signal that some promoted workers are of lower ability. In turn, this should reduce the wage offers prospective employers make to promoted workers which should reduce the incentive for the initial employer to distort the promotion decision. We find some, but limited, support for this argument. Specifically, we find that allowing the market to observe the number promoted improves the efficiency of the promotion process somewhat, where the improvement follows from the ability of a firm to use the number of promoted workers as a type of signal along the lines just discussed. But it is still the case that the promotion process is never fully efficient.
In our last analysis we consider a model with a single managerial job as in DeVaro and Kauhanen (2013) and Waldman (2013) , but we allow for the possibility of multiple schooling groups. We first show that, if there is a single schooling group, then the promotion process is fully efficient as in the earlier analyses characterized by slot constraints. We then show, however, that with multiple schooling groups the promotion process is not fully efficient because the wrong worker is sometimes promoted. Specifically, highly educated workers are inefficiently favored in promotion decisions because the signal and thus the extra wage associated with promotion is smaller for highly educated workers.
So our overall conclusion is that the promotion signaling distortion is a robust result found across multiple settings characterized by asymmetric learning. As in the initial analysis of Waldman (1984a) , in many cases the distortion takes the form of too few promotions. But in other settings where the frequency of promotion is fixed as can be the case in a setting with slot constraints, the distortion takes the form of the wrong worker sometimes being promoted. The bottom line is, thus, given the evidence in the literature that supports the asymmetric learning hypothesis (see footnote 3), theory suggests that promotion decisions should frequently be characterized by distortions of various types.
The outline for the paper is as follows. Section II considers a model characterized by counteroffers and explores the extent to which the probability or frequency of promotion is efficient. Section III considers the efficiency of the promotion process when there are slot constraints for the high level position so inefficiency in the frequency of promotion is not a possibility. Section IV provides an overview of our analyses and results. Section V presents concluding remarks.
II. AN INVESTIGATION OF THE COUNTEROFFER ASSUMPTION
In this section we start by presenting our first model which allows for counteroffers. We then analyze the model under the assumption that each operating firm hires a single worker in the first period and explore the robustness of the promotion signaling distortion to the introduction of counteroffers. In the last analysis in this section we analyze what happens when an operating firm can hire more than a single worker in the first period. 5
A) The Model In our first model there are two periods, all firms are identical, and there is free entry into production. Labor is the only input and each worker is in the labor market both periods.
Further, in period 1 each firm can hire any number of workers between 0 and N, N<∞, where 5 The first analysis in this section is related to analyses in Ghosh and Waldman (2010) and DeVaro and Waldman (2012). there are constant returns to scale up to hiring N workers and a worker's productivity on each job and in each period is given below. Worker i's ability is denoted θ i , where θ i is a random draw from a probability density function f(θ). We further assume f(θ)>0 for all θ L ≤θ≤θ H and f(θ)=0 for all θ outside of this interval. Each firm can assign a worker to either of two jobs, denoted 1 and 2, where assigning a worker to job 2 who was previously in job 1 is referred to as a promotion. If worker i is assigned to job 1 in period t, the worker's output is given by (1) y i,t =c 1 +d 1 θ i , while if the worker is assigned to job 2 the worker's output is given by (2) y i,t =c 2 +d 2 θ i .
We assume c 1 >c 2 , 0≤d 1 <d 2 , and θʹ is such that c 1 +d 1 θʹ=c 2 +d 2 θʹ. In other words, if θ i <(>)θʹ, then it is efficient to assign worker i to job 1(2). Job 1 is thus the low level job and job 2 the high level job, where as in Rosen (1982) and Waldman (1984b) there is a larger return to ability in the high level job. Let E(θ) be the expected ability level of workers in the population. We assume that c 1 +d 1 E(θ)>c 2 +d 2 E(θ), i.e., a worker of average ability is efficiently assigned to job 1 rather than job 2. And we further assume that θ L <θʹ<θ H . That is, low ability workers are more efficiently assigned to job 1 and high ability workers to job 2.
At the beginning of period 1 each worker's ability level is unknown but all firms know that each worker's ability is drawn from the probability density function f(.), so each worker has an expected ability at the beginning of period 1 equal to E(θ). At the end of the period a worker's first period employer privately observes the worker's ability level, while as described in more detail below other firms infer information about the worker's ability by observing the second period job the first period employer assigns the worker to.
The wage determination process in the second period allows for counteroffers. To be specific, at the beginning of period 2 a worker's first period employer assigns the worker to a job.
The other firms, in turn, observe this job assignment and make wage offers. The first period employer then observes the market wage offers and makes a wage counteroffer, where we assume that the worker stays if the first period employer matches the market wage offer and that the first period employer matches if it is indifferent between matching and not matching. 6 The timing of the full game is as follows. At the beginning of period 1 firms simultaneously make wage offers and each worker chooses a firm to work for. 7 Each firm with a worker then assigns its workers to jobs, production takes place and workers are paid, and then at the end of the period each operating firm privately observes the ability levels of its period 1 workers (if d 1 >0, this can be because the firm privately observes worker outputs).
At the beginning of period 2 each firm that employed one or more workers in period 1 offers each previously employed worker a job assignment. The other firms in the market then observe each worker's job assignment which means each alternative employer observes the number of workers a firm assigns to job 1 at the beginning of period 2 and the number assigned to job 2. Based on these observations, these other firms make wage offers and the period 1 employers then observe these market wage offers and make wage counteroffers. At the end of this wage bidding process, each worker chooses to work at the firm that offers the highest wage.
Also, if multiple firms are tied in terms of the highest wage offer, the worker chooses randomly among these firms unless one was the first period employer in which case, as indicated earlier, the worker stays. Finally, after each worker chooses a firm to work at in period 2, firms assign workers to jobs, workers produce, and then get paid.
Our focus is on pure strategy Perfect Bayesian equilibria where beliefs concerning offthe-equilibrium path actions are consistent with each such action being taken by the type with the smallest cost of choosing that action. This assumption concerning off-the-equilibrium path actions is similar to the notion of a Proper Equilibrium first discussed in Myerson (1978) . 6 Assuming that the first period employer matches is equivalent to assuming that workers accumulate an infinitesimal amount of firm specific human capital, while the assumption that the worker stays when the first period employer matches is equivalent to assuming an infinitesimally small moving cost. 7 If N+1 or more workers choose the same firm, then the firm chooses randomly among those who applied and the remaining workers are allowed to switch to a different employer.
Further, when there are multiple equilibria our focus is on equilibria that minimize inefficiencies.
This last assumption raises the hurdle required to find a promotion distortion.
B) Analysis when N=1
In this subsection we consider the model when N=1. We begin with a benchmark analysis that concerns what happens when there is symmetric learning of worker ability which in our model means each worker's ability becomes public information at the end of the first period.
Because of our assumption that E(θ)<θʹ, in period 1 all workers are assigned to job 1 in this benchmark case and are paid c 1 +d 1 E(θ). Further, in period 2 worker i is assigned to job 1(2) if θ i <(>)θʹ (if θ i =θʹ the worker can be assigned to either job 1 or job 2), is paid c 1 +d 1 θ i (c 2 +d 2 θ i ) if θ i <(>)θʹ, and the worker remains with the first period employer. 8 In other words, job assignments are efficient, pay in period 1 equals expected productivity while pay in period 2 equals realized productivity, and there is no turnover. Now consider asymmetric learning, i.e., only the first period employer directly observes a worker's ability at the end of the first period but other firms draw inferences about the worker's ability by observing the second period job assignment. We start with some preliminary results.
First, as in the benchmark case, all workers are assigned to job 1 in period 1 and are paid the same wage. Second, in contrast to the symmetric learning benchmark, this wage exceeds expected productivity because it also reflects expected rents that a worker's first period employer earns in the following period. As is described in more detail below, these rents are due to a winner's curse problem that arises because of counteroffers and asymmetric information. There are a number of results of interest in Proposition 1. First, similar to results found initially in Greenwald (1986) and Milgrom and Oster (1987) , in period 2 a worker's wage is equal to the lowest productivity of any worker with the same labor market signal and this is due to the presence of the winner's curse. The idea here is that the first period employer knows the worker's ability while prospective employers can only observe the job assignment offered to the worker. Because of the counteroffer assumption, this yields that prospective employers will not bid above the lowest productivity of workers with the same job assignment. If they did, the first period employer would only match when the actual productivity was greater than or equal to the offered wage, so any actual hire by a prospective employer would result in losses for the hiring firm. As a result, the market wage offer equals the lowest possible productivity of the worker which is then matched by the first period employer, so this is the wage.
Second, we find the main result in Golan (2005) . When productivity at the low level job is independent of ability as assumed by Golan (2005) , i.e., d 1 =0, then period 2 job assignments are efficient. The logic is that promotions serve as a signal of high ability as in Waldman (1984a) , but in equilibrium the wage for promoted workers is the same as the wage for non-9 ii) follows given our focus on equilibria that minimize inefficiencies. See the proof of Proposition 1 in the Appendix for details. Golan (2005) , on the other hand, argues that this equilibrium is more stable because it survives employers making assignment mistakes while the other equilibria do not.
promoted workers. In turn, since there is no wage increase associated with promotion, firms do not have an incentive to distort the promotion decision so, in contrast to Waldman (1984a) , period 2 job assignments are efficient. 10 Third, we find that the result that assignments are efficient is fragile. For all d 1 >0, including very small but strictly positive values for d 1 , assignments are inefficient and, in fact, no one is assigned to job 2. The logic for why there is a promotion distortion here is similar to the logic in Waldman (1984a) for why the promotion decision is distorted in that analysis. That is, a promotion in this case results in a wage increase and, because firms have an incentive to avoid promotion wage increases, the probability of promotion is reduced below the efficient level. 11
To see the argument more fully, suppose d 1 >0 and there is a value θ + such that workers for whom θ i <θ + are not promoted and those for whom θ i >θ + are promoted. Given the winner's curse argument discussed above, the wage for the non-promoted workers would be c 1 +d 1 θ L while the wage for the promoted workers would be c 2 +d 2 θ + . So the extra wage the firm pays a promoted worker is (c 2 +d 2 θ + )-(c 1 +d 1 θ L ). The value for θ + , in turn, is the value such that the extra productivity associated with promoting a worker with this value just equals the increase in the wage, i.e., (c 2 +d 2 θ + )-(c 1 +d 1 θ + )=(c 2 +d 2 θ + )-(c 1 +d 1 θ L ). But there is no value for θ + that satisfies this condition with the result that no one is promoted. 12
So overall, Proposition 1 shows that Golan (2005) is correct in stating that Waldman's (1984a) result that promotions are inefficient disappears when counteroffers are added to that analysis. That is, in Waldman's initial model output in the low level job did not depend on 10 The above argument is incomplete in the sense that it takes wages as given and then shows that assignments are efficient given these wages. But in equilibrium the wages themselves are functions of the assignments. In the proof of Proposition 1 in the Appendix there is a more complete argument for why assignments are efficient when d 1 =0. 11 Golan (2005) , page 382 and footnote 13, does indicate that her main efficiency result is due to no wage increase upon promotion in her model and this is "a consequence of production technology and distribution assumptions." Our analysis shows that this claim is correct and, further, that even if ability has just an infinitesimally small effect on productivity in the low level job, there will be a wage increase upon promotion and the result is a severe inefficiency in the promotion decision in the sense that no one is promoted. 12 Setting θ + =θ L seems to satisfy the condition which suggests that in equilibrium everyone rather than no one is promoted. But setting θ + =θ L violates the condition that prospective employers would find it efficient to assign a worker who moves to job 2 rather than job 1. As we show in the proof of Proposition 1 in the Appendix, a full analysis that takes this into account yields that no one is promoted.
worker ability and in that case introducing counteroffers eliminates the promotion distortion. But from another perspective Golan is incorrect in claiming that the promotion distortion is not robust to introducing counteroffers into the wage determination process. A more realistic assumption is that output on the low level job does depend on worker ability. And when we enrich the model to allow for this, even if we assume that the extra output on the low level job is vanishingly small, the result is a severe promotion distortion where, in fact, no one is promoted. 13 C) Analysis when N≥1
In the previous subsection we assumed that each operating firm hires a single low level worker in period 1 and then decides whether or not to promote the worker in period 2. Previous models of promotion signaling typically assume either a single low level worker as we assumed in Section II or multiple low level workers but that the market has limited information about the initial employer's promotion decisions. That is, in models of the latter type it is typically assumed that the market only observes whether or not a worker is promoted and not the number or proportion of workers promoted by the worker's initial employer. 14 It is easy to show that these two approaches yield similar equilibria in terms of the cutoff ability level required for promotion.
But suppose instead that prospective employers could observe the number or proportion of workers who receive promotions. What is of interest is whether the promotion distortion is robust to this change in what is publicly observable. One might conjecture that allowing prospective employers to observe the proportion of workers promoted would reduce the incentive for a firm to distort the promotion decision. The argument for why it might is that by promoting a 13 Golan (2005) also shows that outcomes in her analysis remain efficient when human capital investments are introduced. We can show that, just like her main result, this result does not extend to the case in which output on the low level job depends on worker ability. Also, see Katz and Ziderman (1990) , Waldman (1990) , Chang and Wang (1996) , and Acemoglu and Pischke (1998) for other papers that consider human capital investments in the case of asymmetric learning. 14 An exception is promotion signaling models characterized by slot constraints for the managerial job. We consider a model of this type in the next section.
higher number of workers a firm can signal that the set of workers it promotes includes some workers of lower ability. Signaling in this way should lower the wage that prospective employers offer which, in turn, should reduce the subsequent counteroffers the initial employer needs to pay to stop promoted workers from being bid away.
We formally consider this issue in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2: Suppose each worker's ability is privately observed at the end of period 1 by the worker's first period employer and N≥1. Holding all parameters other than θ H fixed, there exists a value θ H * such that i) through v) describe equilibrium behavior.
i)
Each worker is assigned to job 1 in period 1 and is paid w Y >c 1 +d 1 E(θ). Proposition 2 tells us that for many parameterizations having the ability to signal the number or proportion of workers promoted does not affect equilibrium behavior, but there is a range of parameterizations for which the frequency of promotions does rise. Consider first parameterizations in which d 1 =0, i.e., ii) of Proposition 2. The finding that in this case allowing firms to signal the number or proportion of workers promoted results in no change in behavior is 15 Due to space considerations, we do not provide a full characterization of equilibria in this case, although the following discussion provides some additional results concerning properties of these equilibria.
not surprising. In this case equilibrium was efficient when firms were constrained to hire just a single worker in period 1, so allowing firms to hire multiple young workers will not result in a change in the nature of equilibrium since no change can improve the efficiency of the second period promotion decision. iii) of Proposition 2 is also straightforward since that is just the case considered in iii) of Proposition 1.
To understand the logic for d 1 >0 and N>1, i.e., iv) and v) of Proposition 2, consider what happens when d 1 >0 and N=2. Specifically, consider a firm that hires 2 workers in period 1 and the wage offers received by these workers from prospective employers in period 2. This wage can depend on the number of workers the firm promotes, where consistent with a discussion above the wage potentially falls with the number promoted. Another property of this wage function is that it must satisfy the winner's curse constraint discussed in Section II. That is, the wage should be equal to the productivity at a prospective employer of the lowest ability worker who receives a promotion on the equilibrium path given the number of workers promoted.
Given this, suppose the firm promotes a single worker in period 2 and let θ 1 + be the lowest value for θ that results in this outcome on the equilibrium path. Then prospective employers would offer this worker max{c 1 +d 1 θ 1 + , c 2 +d 2 θ 1 + }. We also know, however, that if the worker was not promoted, then the prospective employers would offer c 1 +d 1 θ L . For the firm to find it profitable to promote this lowest ability worker it must be the case that equation (3) But there is no value for θ 1 + that satisfies equation (3). So there cannot be a strictly positive probability that in equilibrium the firm will promote a single worker. Another way to put this is that the logic for why there are no promotions when d 1 >0 in Proposition 1 also tells us that on the equilibrium path a single worker cannot be promoted when N=2. Now suppose the firm promotes both workers and let θ 2 + be the lowest value for θ consistent with this outcome on the equilibrium path and let θ 2 ++ be the ability level of the other worker in a realization of abilities where this lowest ability worker is promoted. Prospective employers would offer each worker max{c 1 +d 1 θ 2 + , c 2 +d 2 θ 2 + }. We also know, however, that if neither worker was promoted, then prospective employers would offer each worker c 1 +d 1 θ L .
When a pair of workers is promoted, it must be more profitable for the firm to promote the pair than to promote neither or to promote only one. Given that promoting a single worker is an offthe-equilibrium path event, the binding constraint concerns the option of promoting neither worker. 16 Given that the winner's curse means that when both workers are promoted neither leaves, we have that for the firm to promote both workers equation (4) If equation (4) is not satisfied, then the firm has an incentive to deviate from the proposed equilibrium behavior and promote no one.
Equation (4) However, since we restrict attention to equilibria that minimize inefficiencies, this is the outcome only when there are no other equilibria that are more efficient.
To consider the statements in Proposition 2 concerning θ H , first note that equation (4) can be rewritten as equation (5). (5) 16 Because promoting a single worker is an off-the-equilibrium path event, we can choose a wage that prospective employers will pay when they observe a single worker promoted such that promoting a single worker is not an attractive option for the first period employer. 17 Notice that this belief is consistent with our assumption concerning beliefs associated with off-the-equilibrium path actions.
large (5) is necessarily satisfied. This means that for θ H sufficiently large there will be equilibria in which both workers are promoted with positive probability, so this is the outcome given our focus on equilibria that minimize inefficiencies.
On the other hand, suppose we hold all other parameters fixed and consider what happens as θ H falls and approaches θʹ. The upper bound on the left hand side of (5) falls and approaches zero while the right hand side of (5) has a lower bound that is strictly positive and bounded away from zero. So for θ H sufficiently small (5) cannot be satisfied. This means that for θ H sufficiently small there cannot be an equilibrium in which both workers are promoted with strictly positive probability.
The above analysis further tells us that, even for parameterizations for which there are equilibria with a strictly positive probability of both workers being promoted, there are no equilibria in which promotion decisions are fully efficient. There are two reasons for this. First, if one worker's ability is above θʹ and the second worker's ability is below θʹ, then it is efficient to promote a single worker. But we know that promoting a single worker is not consistent with equilibrium behavior. So whenever a firm's workers have ability realizations where it is efficient to promote just one worker, then period 2 promotion decisions will be distorted.
Second, equation (5) tells us that equilibrium cannot be consistent with two workers being promoted if and only if it is efficient to promote both workers. To see this, suppose there was an equilibrium that had this property and there was a firm with realizations for worker ability equal to θ 1 =θʹ+ɛ and θ 2 =θʹ+2ɛ. In this case the left hand side of equation (5) reduces to 3d 2 ɛ while the right hand side reduces to 2d 1 (θʹ-θ L )+3d 1 ɛ. So for ɛ sufficiently small equation (5) is not satisfied. In other words, there cannot be an equilibrium in which two workers are promoted if and only if this is efficient because, starting from such an outcome, a firm would have an incentive to deviate and promote no one if the two realizations for θ were both above but sufficiently close to θʹ.
Note that the above discussion concerns the case N=2. But it is easy to generalize the above discussion to show that for any N the following must be true. First, a single worker cannot be promoted in equilibrium. So, if a firm's first period employees have realizations for θ such that it is efficient to promote just one worker, then for this firm promotion decisions will not be efficient. Second, for any n, 2≤n≤N, promotion decisions where exactly n workers are promoted will not be fully efficient. Third, as captured in the proposition, the magnitude of θ H (holding all other parameters fixed) determines whether or not there are equilibria with a strictly positive probability of promotions.
So, in summary, having the ability to signal the number or proportion of workers promoted can improve the efficiency of the promotion process. Specifically, this change can move equilibrium from one in which inefficiency is severe because there are no promotions to one in which inefficiency is reduced in the sense that there is a strictly positive frequency of promotions. But this change never results in the promotion process being fully efficient.
A final point to consider in this section is the issue of commitment. In our analysis we assume that a firm cannot commit at the beginning of the game to the number of workers who will be promoted at the beginning of period 2. But possibly some limited type of commitment is possible. We have decided for length reasons not to include a formal analysis of this possibility.
But it is worthwhile pointing out that giving firms some or even substantial commitment ability will not result in fully efficient promotion decisions in this model. For example, suppose each firm at the beginning of period 1 could commit to a minimum number of workers it will promote at the beginning of period 2. Since the efficient number of workers to promote will vary with the realizations of worker ability levels and there is always a strictly positive probability this efficient number will be zero, this type of commitment ability may improve the efficiency of the promotion process but cannot result in fully efficient promotion decisions.
III. SLOT CONSTRAINTS
In Section II's model there were no slot constraints. Specifically, in period 2 the firm faced no constraint concerning how many of its period 1 workers it could promote. But in many real world firms there are slot constraints that limit the number of workers who can be assigned to managerial positions. In a setting where this type of slot constraint is important the standard promotion signaling distortion that concerns the number of promotions can disappear because the firm has no discretion concerning how many workers are promoted. Here we show that, even in this type of setting, there can still be a promotion distortion that concerns who is promoted.
A) The Model
In this section we consider a two-period model in which there are F firms, where each firm hires N or zero young workers in period 1 (there is no constraint on the number of old workers employed in period 2) and production functions are the same as in Section II. Workers can also produce in self-employment where output in self-employment is independent of ability and equals z for workers in the first period of self-employment and zʹ, zʹ>z, for workers in their second period of self-employment, i.e., self-employment exhibits learning-by-doing. 18 We further assume that z and zʹ are such that firms find it profitable to hire young workers in period 1 and between periods a worker never switches between self-employment and working at a firm.
There are also three other assumptions that further distinguish this model from the earlier ones considered. First, there is a managerial slot constraint, i.e., in each firm there is a single managerial job or level 2 position. Second, due to the importance of firm specific human capital for the managerial job, only an old worker who previously worked at a firm can staff the firm's managerial position. Note, this means that in period 1 the managerial position is left empty.
Third, there are S, S≥1, schooling levels where the ability of worker i with schooling level s i equals B(s i )+θ i . We assume Bʹ>0, while θ i is a random draw from a probability density function f(.) which does not vary across schooling groups and which has the same properties as previously. Given that the schooling level is not a choice variable, the schooling level does not serve as a traditional signal in our model. But, since Bʹ>0, firms correctly believe that the ability distribution does vary with schooling and, in particular, both average ability and the range of abilities varies positively with the schooling level. We assume B(1)+θ H >B(S)+θ L . This means that the highest ability old worker at a firm can be a worker from any of the schooling groups.
Also, there are m(s) workers in schooling group s, where the total number of workers exceeds NF. Further, c 2 +d 2 (B(1)+θ L )>c 1 +d 1 (B(1)+θ L ) which ensures it is always profitable for a firm to staff the managerial position in period 2. 19 Note that the model is characterized by a number of simplifying assumptions that reduce the scope for a promotion distortion. In particular, the number of young workers a firm hires in period 1 is fixed and the single managerial position must be staffed by promotion from within.
These assumptions reduce the scope for a promotion distortion because with these assumptions the number of old workers promoted is fixed. Starting with Waldman (1984a) the standard promotion signaling distortion is that too few workers are promoted or promotion is delayed, but that type of distortion cannot arise here. Our main result in this section is that, even though this is the case, promotion decisions are not fully efficient when there are multiple schooling groups.
B) Analysis
We begin by considering how the model works in the case of symmetric learning. Given our assumption that a young worker cannot produce in a level 2 position, in period 1 NF young workers with the highest values for expected ability (highest schooling levels) are hired by firms and assigned to job 1. Further, young worker i with schooling level s i hired by a firm is paid a wage w Y (s i ), where w Y (.) is such that for workers in the lowest schooling group employed by firms the expected payment over a worker's two period lifetime equals z+zʹ while for higher schooling groups this expected payment exceeds z+zʹ. This condition follows from competition for jobs from workers who are self-employed in equilibrium. 19 Our assumption that the ability of worker i with schooling level s i equals B(s i )+θ i is not essential for our results. The qualitative nature of the results would be unchanged as long as the minimum worker ability is a strictly positive function of the schooling level. Also, to simplify the analysis we assume there does not exist a schooling level s # such that m(S)+m(S-1)+…+m(s # )=NF.
For old workers, because learning is symmetric, wages depend on worker ability but not directly on the schooling level or the job assignment (the wage does depend indirectly on the schooling level since the schooling level helps determine worker ability). Specifically, since an old worker who switches employers must be assigned to job 1, the wage for each old worker i with schooling level s i equals the worker's productivity at job 1, i.e., w O (θ i ,s i )=c 1 +d 1 [B(s i )+θ i ].
Further, since an old worker's pay is independent of the worker's job assignment, firms assign old workers to jobs efficiently. That is, given that the return to ability is higher in job 2 than in job 1, in period 2 a firm assigns the highest ability old worker to job 2 and keeps all the other old workers in job 1 (as in the previous models, there is no turnover in equilibrium). In other words, in this benchmark analysis the probability of promotion rises with a worker's schooling level, but this is solely because expected ability increases with schooling and not because of any other advantage associated with schooling. 20 We now turn our attention to what happens when learning is asymmetric rather than symmetric. With asymmetric learning the promotion decision will not be efficient because wages for old workers will depend on ability, schooling, and job assignment, as opposed to just ability.
In order to illustrate the central role of schooling in inefficient promotion decisions, we start with the case of a single schooling group, i.e., S=1. This case is analyzed in Proposition 3. Note, below w Y (s) again denotes the young worker wage for workers in schooling group s, while w O,j (θ i ,s i ) is now the old worker wage for worker i with schooling level s i assigned to job j.
Proposition 3: If S=1, then i) through iii) describe equilibrium behavior.
i) Each firm hires N young workers in period 1 and the remaining young workers are self- 20 One question concerning this model is whether firms will hire workers of the same schooling level or hire a more heterogeneous set of workers. Although we do not show it formally, the answer is that under both symmetric and asymmetric learning firms have incentives to hire heterogeneous workforces. The reason is that in period 1 a young worker with high expected ability, i.e., a high schooling level, is more valuable to a firm without other young workers with high expected ability because there is a higher probability the worker will be promoted into the managerial job in period 2. Also, a related argument yields that young workers with high expected ability will typically prefer to work at firms that employ few other young workers with high expected ability.
employed and remain in self-employment when old. Also, w Y (1) is such that young workers are indifferent between self-employment and working at a firm, i.e., the expected payment over a worker's two-period lifetime of working at a firm equals z+zʹ.
ii) In period 2 each old worker i employed at a firm when young stays with the first period employer and is paid w O,j (θ i ,1)=c 1 +d 1 [B(1)+θ L ].
iii) In period 2 each firm assigns the old worker in its employ with the highest ability to job 2 and the remaining old workers are assigned to job 1.
Proposition 3 has a number of interesting results. First, wages are again determined by the winner's curse. Specifically, the wage for old workers employed at firms equals the productivity in job 1 of the lowest ability worker, where this is the case both for workers assigned to job 1 and those assigned to job 2. Second, a consequence of this result is that, even if d 1 >0, the wage for a promoted old worker is the same as the wage for an old worker assigned to job 1. This is in contrast to the Proposition 1 result concerning the wage for promoted workers given d 1 >0 and no slot constraints. There a promoted worker received a higher wage because of the signal associated with promotion. But that does not arise here when S=1 because it is possible that a promoted worker has an ability level infinitesimally close to B(1)+θ L and combining this with the winner's curse yields that promoted old workers and non-promoted old workers are paid the same wage. Third, both because firms have no discretion concerning the proportion of workers promoted and because promoted and non-promoted workers receive the same wage, there is no incentive to distort the promotion decision and the promotion rule is the efficient one.
We now consider equilibrium behavior given multiple schooling groups, i.e., S>1. The main result is that the promotion wage for old workers in lower schooling groups exceeds the non-promotion wage and, as a result, there is a promotion distortion.
Proposition 4: If S>1, then i) through vi) describe equilibrium behavior.
i) Each firm hires N young workers in period 1 and the remaining young workers are self-employed and remain in self-employment when old.
ii) There exists a schooling level sʹ, 1≤sʹ≤S, such that all young workers in each schooling group s + , s + >sʹ, are employed at firms, all workers in each schooling group s -, s -<sʹ, are self-employed, and some old workers in group sʹ are employed at firms.
iii) The expected payment over a worker's two-period lifetime of working at a firm for a worker in schooling group sʹ equals z+zʹ, while this expected payment exceeds z+zʹ for a worker in schooling group s, s≥sʹ.
iv)
In period 2 each old worker employed at a firm when young stays with the first period employer and each such old worker i with schooling level s i assigned to job 1 is paid Also, for some realizations of worker abilities the promoted worker has higher schooling but lower ability than a worker not promoted, i.e., promotion decisions are not fully efficient. 21 Proposition 4 tells us that when there are multiple schooling groups there is a similarity between this model and the model analyzed in Section II given N=1. In particular, in both analyses promotion decisions are efficient when d 1 =0 but there is a promotion distortion when d 1 >0. We start by discussing the case d 1 =0. The first important result in this case is that the wage for an old worker in each schooling group s is independent of whether the worker is assigned to job 1 or job 2. The logic is that promoting an old worker sends a positive signal about the worker's ability, but because in this model prospective employers cannot assign the worker to job 2 they are only willing to bid what the worker could produce in job 1. In turn, given d 1 =0, the positive signal about ability has no effect on the market wage offer with the result that promoted and non-promoted old workers are paid the same wage.
The second important result concerning the case d 1 =0 is that promotion decisions are efficient, i.e., the promoted old worker at each firm is the one with the highest ability. This result follows from the first result concerning wages. That is, since whether or not an old worker is promoted has no effect on the worker's wage, the total wage bill is not a factor in the promotion decision. This means the promotion decision is determined by the choice that maximizes current output and, since high ability is more valuable in the managerial or job 2 position, the firm promotes the old worker with the highest ability just like in the symmetric learning case.
We now consider the case d 1 >0. The first main result in this case is that for each schooling group other than the top one, S, the wage for a promoted old worker is higher than the non-promotion wage. This is just the standard promotion signaling result. To see the logic here, note first that for an old worker of schooling level S the promotion and non-promotion wages are the same. This is because a worker of schooling level S with ability equal to to B(S)+θ L will be promoted if the other workers have low enough ability levels (if the firm employs multiple workers of schooling level S the worker will have a strictly positive probability of promotion given an ability equal to B(S)+θ L +ε, for any ε>0). As a result, due to the winner's curse, both promoted and non-promoted old workers of schooling level S are paid c 1 +d 1 [B(S)+θ L ]. But the same logic does not hold for old workers of schooling level s i , s i <S. That is, a worker of schooling level s i , s i <S, with ability close to B(s i )+θ L has a zero probability of promotion because a worker from schooling group S has higher ability for sure, so the firm would prefer to promote the group S worker (see footnote 21). So promotion of a group s i worker means the worker has a value for θ i strictly above θ L which, in turn, via the winner's curse means the promotion wage strictly exceeds the non-promotion wage.
The second main result is that when d 1 >0 promotion decisions are not fully efficient, where the result follows from what we know about wages just discussed. Suppose that the two highest ability old workers at a particular firm are from schooling group s i , s i <S, and S. As just discussed, if the firm promotes the worker with schooling level S there is no effect on the firm's total wage bill since the worker receives c 1 +d 1 [B(S)+θ L ] whether or not the worker is promoted.
But if the firm promotes the worker with schooling level s i , then the worker receives a higher wage meaning the firm's total wage bill increases. What this means is that, if the worker with the higher ability is the worker with schooling level s i but abilities are similar, then the worker with schooling level S will be promoted even though he or she is of lower ability.
Notice that the nature of the promotion distortion here and the logic for why there is a distortion is related to the reason for promotion inefficiencies in Section II, but there are some differences. In Section II, as in Waldman (1984a) , promotion serves as a signal of high worker ability which drives up the wage, so a firm only promotes a worker if the worker's productivity on the high level job is significantly more than productivity on the low level job. The result is that the frequency or probability of promotion is inefficiently low.
In this section's model the promotion distortion is not that the frequency of promotion is too low since the frequency of promotion is fixed at 1/N in this model. Rather, the distortion is in terms of who is promoted. The signaling effect of promotion on wages varies with the worker's schooling level. Specifically, as captured in the statement of the proposition and the above discussion, promotion signaling has no effect on wages for the highest schooling group but for lower levels of schooling a promotion causes an increase in the wage. As a result, the decision concerning who to promote is not fully efficient. In order to lower its costs, a firm will sometimes promote a worker of lower ability but a higher schooling level because the wage premium associated with promotion is lower for this worker. 22
22 The result is related to theoretical findings in Bernhardt (1995) and DeVaro and Waldman (2012) . Those papers build on Waldman's (1984a) analysis by introducing workers of varying schooling levels. They show that higher levels of schooling reduce the wage premium due to promotion signaling with the result that the inefficient reduction in the probability of promotion is smaller for workers with high education levels. In our analysis the wage premium A final point concerning the argument in this section is that it can be generalized beyond the idea that varying education levels can result in inefficiencies concerning who is promoted.
The more general point is that, if workers vary for almost any reason in the extent to which signaling causes wage increases upon promotion, firms will have an incentive to distort the promotion decision in favor of workers for whom this signaling effect is smaller. For example, consider two workers who vary in terms of a moving cost associated with switching employers where this difference between the workers is publicly observable. The positive signal associated with promotion would likely result in a higher wage increase for the worker with the lower moving cost. So, even if the worker with the lower moving cost had a very low probability of leaving after a promotion, the worker's employer would have an incentive to favor the worker with the high moving cost in the promotion decision because of the smaller increase in the firm's total wage bill. In other words, just like in our formal analysis above, promotion decisions would not be fully efficient because the firm would inefficiently favor the worker for whom the promotion wage increase due to signaling is smaller.
IV. DISCUSSION
In Sections II and III we explored a pair of models characterized by promotion signaling in order to understand the extent to which promotion signaling results in a distortion of the promotion decision. In each analysis we found that, depending on the parameterization, promotion decisions can be fully efficient or not. For example, along the lines of Golan (2005) , in the models considered in Sections II and III, the promotion decision was fully efficient when worker ability had no effect on productivity in the low level job. But when productivity on the low level job increased with worker ability, then in each of those models a promotion distortion could arise in equilibrium. We also found in Section III that having multiple education groups due to promotion signaling similarly varies with education. But instead of having an effect on the severity of the inefficiency concerning the probability of promotion, the result is that the wrong worker is sometimes promoted into the single managerial position.
can be important. That is, in that model there is no promotion distortion when all workers at a firm have the same education level, but when there are multiple education groups then a promotion distortion arises when productivity on the low level job increases with worker ability.
Based on the importance of whether or not ability affects productivity in the low level job for the existence of a promotion distortion in both of our models, one might be tempted to conclude that the existence of a promotion distortion requires ability to positively affect productivity on the low level job. But this is obviously incorrect. The promotion signaling distortion was first identified in Waldman (1984a) and in the models investigated in that paper ability had no effect on productivity in the low level job. So assuming that worker ability has no effect on productivity in the low level job is not sufficient to guarantee there will not be a promotion distortion due to signaling.
But a comparison of the analysis in Waldman (1984a) with the analyses in Golan (2005) and in Section II can be used to identify the key feature required for a promotion signaling distortion. In the wage determination process for old workers in Waldman (1984a) , a worker's current employer first offered a wage/job assignment pair, prospective employers then observed the job assignment and offered a wage, and then the worker chose a firm. In the resulting equilibrium, being promoted to the high level job served as a signal of high ability which led prospective employers to offer high wages to promoted workers. In turn, the current employer paired a high wage with promotions to stop workers from being bid away but, at the same time, reduced the probability of promotion below the efficient level in order to avoid paying the high promotion wage when the worker was not sufficiently more productive in the high level job.
Now consider the analyses in Golan (2005) and in Section II when d 1 =0. The difference in terms of assumptions is the wage determination process for old workers. In particular, in those analyses the current employer announces a job assignment, each prospective employer observes the job assignment and offers a wage, the current employer makes a wage counteroffer, and then workers choose firms. One result is a winner's curse where the old workers do not move and a worker's wage equals the lowest possible productivity at a prospective employer of any worker with the same labor market history. Further, promotions serve as signals of high worker ability in the sense that prospective employers correctly believe that promoted workers are of higher expected ability than non-promoted workers. But as long as d 1 =0 this does not translate into a promotion wage that exceeds the non-promotion wage. Rather, the promotion and non-promotion wages are the same and, because they are the same, a firm only considers productivity when deciding who to promote and thus promotion decisions are fully efficient.
This difference is the key feature that explains whether or not there is a promotion distortion in each of our analyses. That is, whenever promotion signaling results in promoted workers receiving a higher wage than non-promoted workers, then firms have an incentive to distort the promotion decision to reduce the cost of this promotion wage premium. But when the signal does not result in a high promotion wage, then firms base their promotion decisions solely on productivity and promotion decisions are fully efficient. In Golan (2005) and in Section II when d 1 =0, promotion signaling did not result in a promotion wage increase and there was no distortion. But in Waldman (1984a) and in Section II with d 1 >0, promotion signaling did result in a promotion wage increase and firms promoted an inefficiently small number of workers. 23 Similarly, in Section III when S=1 and/or d 1 =0, there was no promotion wage increase due to signaling and promotion decisions were fully efficient. But when S>1 and d 1 >0, then signaling did result in a promotion wage increase and the promotion decision was inefficiently biased towards workers with the highest level of education.
Another interesting question is to what extent does commitment ability allow firms to avoid the promotion signaling distortion. As discussed at the end of Section II, giving firms the ability to commit to the number of workers promoted will not result in fully efficient promotion 23 The reason that whether or not d 1 is strictly positive is important for a higher promotion wage due to signaling was discussed in Section II. The basic idea is that, because of the counteroffer assumption and the winner's curse, the wage paid to each old worker equals the productivity at a prospective employer of the worst worker with the same labor market signal. The worst promoted worker is higher ability than the worst non-promoted worker. When d 1 >0 this results in a higher wage for promoted workers since, independent of the job assignment at a prospective employer, the worst promoted worker is more productive than the worst non-promoted worker. But when d 1 =0 the worst promoted worker has the same productivity in job 1 as the worst non-promoted worker.
In turn, what happens in equilibrium is that the worst promoted worker is efficiently assigned to job 1 (to be precise, this worker's productivity is the same in the two jobs), so promoted workers earn the same amount as non-promoted workers.
decisions. The reason is that the efficient number to promote will vary with the realizations of worker ability levels and so commitment concerning the number to promote does not result in fully efficient outcomes. On the other hand, as shown in Waldman (1984a) , if firms can commit to pay promoted worker and non-promoted workers the same higher wage where this wage is high enough that promoted workers are not bid away, then it is possible to get an efficient outcome in the type of model considered in Sections II and III. However, even that type of commitment ability will not result in efficient outcomes if worker effort is added such as in Ghosh and Waldman (2010) .
In summary, our analysis indicates that promotion distortions due to signaling can arise as long as the signal results in a higher promotion wage. In Sections II and III, whether or not the models analyzed met this condition depended on specific properties of the specifications. But, in general, the more realistic specifications, i.e., ability positively affecting productivity on the low level job and multiple schooling groups, are the ones where signaling does have a positive effect on the promotion wage and thus the specifications characterized by a promotion distortion. It is also the case that various empirical studies such as Lazear (1992) , Holmstrom (1994a,b), and McCue (1996) show that promotions are typically associated with large wage increases, so the specifications in which the promotion signal leads to a higher wage are more realistic. We also argued that adding commitment ability on the part of firms concerning promotion practices will not typically result in fully efficient decisions. Our conclusion is thus that theory supports the importance of a promotion signaling distortion.
VI. CONCLUSION
Starting with Waldman (1984a) , a large literature has investigated the signaling role of promotions. Many of the papers in this literature find that the signal is accompanied by promotion inefficiencies. But in some of the papers there is no promotion distortion and it is argued that inefficiencies are not a general result in promotion signaling models. In this paper we investigated the robustness of the promotion signaling distortion to different ways of modeling the promotion process.
We conducted analyses of three settings in which asymmetric learning in the labor market leads to a promotion serving as a signal of high worker ability: i) a two-period model characterized by counteroffers where each operating firm hires a single worker in the first period;
ii) the same model as our first analysis except firms can hire multiple young workers and the number promoted is publicly observable; and iii) a two-period model characterized by slot constraints and multiple education groups. In each case we found that in the most realistic specification promotions served as a signal, signaling led to higher promotion wages, and the higher promotion wages led to distortions of the promotion decision. For example, in each of our first two analyses this was the result when worker ability had a positive effect on productivity in the low level job, while the distortion was not part of equilibrium behavior given the unrealistic assumption that this is not the case. Also, in our third model these properties describe equilibrium behavior given multiple education levels, but there was never a distortion under the unrealistic assumption of a single education level.
We also identified the key property necessary for a promotion signaling model to exhibit a promotion distortion. We found that when the signaling role of promotion results in a wage increase upon promotion, then there is typically a promotion distortion because in making promotion decisions firms have an incentive to avoid the wage increase due to signaling. In contrast, when signaling does not result in promotion wage increases, then firms focus solely on productivity in making promotion decisions with the result that promotion decisions are fully efficient. This perspective explains when we see and do not see promotion distortions in all the analyses in this paper and also explains the existence or non-existence of promotion distortions in earlier papers such as Waldman (1984a) and Golan (2005) .
In terms of future research, one topic that we feel deserves more attention is investigating competitive responses to promotion distortions. If the labor market is competitive, then contracts between workers and firms should minimize inefficiencies which from the standpoint of the analyses here means minimize promotion distortions due to signaling. A few papers have investigated this idea. For example, in Waldman's (1984a) original paper on promotion signaling he considered the extent to which commitments to future promotion and non-promotion wages can reduce promotion distortions, while more recently Mukherjee and Vasconelos (2013) investigate the extent to which break-up fees can be used to reduce the distortion. We believe, however, that these are just two possibilities among many and that more attention to competitive responses to promotion signaling distortions is warranted.
APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 1: We start with period 2. Consider first wages. For actions on the equilibrium path, because the initial employer can make counteroffers, other firms are willing to offer a worker assigned to job j the worker's minimum possible output at one of these other firms which is based on when the initial employer assigns the worker to job j in equilibrium. In turn,
given the tie-breaking rules assumed, the initial employer just matches these offers and then the worker stays with the initial employer. Now consider period 2 job assignments. Since output rises faster with ability on job 2 than on job 1, there must be a value θ + such that a worker's initial employer assigns the worker to job 2 if θ i >θ + and assigns the worker to job 1 if θ i <θ + (if the worker is assigned to job 1 with probability one we will say θ + =θ H while θ + =θ L refers to the case where the worker is assigned to job 2 with probability one). Now consider job assignments and wages in period 1. Given that from above we know that each employer in period 1 earns positive expected profits in period 2, competition means that w Y must exceed expected productivity in period 1. We also know that, given c 1 +d 1 E(θ)>c 2 +d 2 E(θ), in period 1 all workers are assigned to job 1. Combining this result with the previous result yields w Y >c 1 +d 1 E(θ). This proves i).
Proof of Proposition 2: i), ii), and iii) follow from arguments in the proof of Proposition 1. Now suppose d 1 >0 and N>1. A variant of the argument that shows that there are no promotions when N=1 yields that a single worker cannot be promoted when N>1. Given this, suppose that in equilibrium there is a strictly positive probability a firm promotes n workers, 1<n≤N. There must be a lowest ability level corresponding to the firm promoting n workers. Call this ability level θ n + . The winner's curse yields that when n workers are promoted the market will offer each worker max{c 1 +d 1 θ n + , c 2 +d 2 θ n + }, the initial employer will match this wage, and the n workers will all stay.
For a firm to promote n workers in equilibrium it must earn higher profits from this action than from promoting no one. If promoting no one is an on-the-equilibrium path action, then since the worst worker to promote is a θ L worker it must be the case that some realizations of abilities in which no one is promoted has at least one worker be a θ L worker. So the winner's curse means that when no one is promoted the market wage is c 1 +d 1 θ L , the initial employer matches, and all the workers stay. If promoting no one is an off-the-equilibrium path action, then our assumption about beliefs concerning off-the-equilibrium path actions yields that when no one is promoted the market wage is c 1 +d 1 θ L , the initial employer matches, and all the workers stay.
So, for a firm to find it profitable to promote n workers when θ n + is the lowest ability worker promoted it must be the case that (A3) holds. Note, below θ n-1 A is the average ability level of the n-1 other workers. ) pair given θ H is strictly less than this value. There is such a value for every n, 2≤n≤N. Call the smallest of these values θ H *. We now have that, if θ H <θ H *, then in equilibrium a firm cannot promote n, 2≤n≤N workers, so the winner's curse means each worker is assigned to job 1, is offered c 1 +d 1 θ L by both the market and the initial employer, and the worker stays with the initial employer. This proves iv).
Now suppose d 1 >0, N>1, and θ H >θ H *. We first show there are equilibria that satisfy the description in iv). Suppose each firm hires n young workers in period 1, while in period 2 no one is promoted, the market offers c 1 +d 1 θ L to all workers, initial employers always match, and all workers stay at their initial employers. Further, the off-the-equilibrium path action of a worker being promoted would be followed by the market offering c 2 +d 2 θ H which is consistent with our assumption concerning beliefs following off-the-equilibrium path actions. Based on these market wage offers a first period employer would never promote a worker in period 2, so the situation described in iv) is an equilibrium.
Finally, based on the definition of θ H * above, if θ H >θ H *, there exist values for n and θ n + such that (A3) is valid for certain realizations of ability so there will be equilibria characterized by a positive frequency of promotions. Since our focus is equilibria that minimize inefficiencies, we now have that the outcome is characterized by a positive frequency of promotions. But note that we know from earlier that a single worker cannot be promoted in one of these equilibria.
Since it is possible that all workers at a firm but one are characterized by θ i <θʹ while the single worker is characterized by θ i >θʹ, it is possible that efficiency requires the promotion of a single worker. Since this cannot happen in equilibrium, none of these equilibria are fully efficient. This proves v).
Proof of Proposition 3: The pair of assumptions that production is profitable and that a firm hires either N or zero young workers in period 1 yields that each firm hires N young workers in period 1. We also assumed that z and zʹ are such that a worker who starts in self-employment remains in self-employment when he or she is old, while market clearing requires that w Y (1) is such that the expected compensation of working at firm over a worker's two-period lifetime equals z+zʹ. This proves i).
Because d 2 >d 1 and a firm takes market wage offers as given, a firm will always have an incentive to promote the highest ability old worker. This proves iii).
Since in period 2 a firm assigns the N-1 old workers with the lowest abilities to job 1, the winner's curse yields that the market offers c 1 +d 1 [B(1)+θ L ] to the old workers assigned to job 1, the initial employer matches, and all the workers remain with the initial employer. Now consider the worker who is promoted. For any ɛ>0, there is a strictly positive probability that all the old workers have ability less than θ L +ɛ. So the winner's curse yields that the market also offers c 1 +d 1 [B(1)+θ L ] to the promoted worker, the initial employer matches, and the worker remains with the initial employer. This proves ii).
Proof of Proposition 4: The pair of assumptions that production is profitable and that a firm hires either N or zero young workers in period 1 yields that each firm hires N young workers in period 1. We also assumed z and zʹ are such that a worker who starts in self-employment remains in self-employment when he or she is old. This yields i).
Our assumption that self-employment productivity does not depend on schooling and/or worker ability while expected productivity at a firm rises with a worker's schooling level means that the NF young workers with the highest schooling levels are employed at firms. There is thus a critical schooling level, s′, such that young workers at firms with less schooling are selfemployed, those with more schooling work at firms, while some or all of the workers with this critical value for schooling work at firms. This yields ii).
Market clearing requires that a worker with schooling level sʹ must be indifferent between working and not working. Given workers are risk neutral and no discounting, this requires that a young worker with schooling level sʹ who works at a firm has an expected aggregate compensation over t and t+1 equal to z+zʹ. Further, expected lifetime compensation for workers with schooling level s, s>sʹ, must exceed this amount since on average workers with higher schooling levels are more productive. This proves iii).
iv) follows using the same logic as in the proof of Proposition 1. That is, because of the winner's curse, a prospective employer will be unwilling to pay more than c 1 +d 1 [B(s i )+θ L ] for any worker with schooling level s i assigned to job 1 since if it did the period 1 employer would match if and only if the worker's productivity was at least equal to the wage offer. So prospective employers offer c 1 +d 1 [B(s i )+θ L ], the first period employer matches, and the worker stays with the first period employer. Now consider v). If d 1 =0 and given that an old worker who switches employers can only be assigned to job 1, independent of the worker's schooling level, a prospective employer is only willing to offer c 1 to a worker assigned to job 2. In turn, by assumption the firm matches and the worker stays. Further, we now have that a firm's total wage bill in period 2 is independent of which old worker is assigned to job 2. Further, given d 2 >d 1 =0, a firm maximizes profits by assigning to job 2 the worker who maximizes output on job 2, i.e., the firm ignores the education level and simply promotes the worker with the highest ability. This proves v). worker and θ S is the realization of θ for the S worker (and that managerial ability for each of the other old workers in the firm in period 2 is below B(S)+θ S ). Promoting the S worker does not increase the period 2 old worker wage bill since the promotion and non-promotion wages for schooling group S are the same, while promoting the s i worker would increase the old worker wage bill given earlier results. So for ε sufficiently small the firm would have an incentive to promote the worker from schooling group S even though managerial productivity would be higher if the worker from schooling group s i was promoted instead. This proves vi).
